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Empirical reception research in audiovisual translation (AVT) has long been 
neglected as most previous studies focused primarily on features of AVT as 
a product and the producers of AVT. but not on end-users . The importance 

of these studies is emphasized by the fact that AV content is designed for 
target audiences. Knowing their preferences. expectations and needs can 
inform the industry and. thus. increase positive reception. placement and 

usability of the product. The present contribution aims at answering the 

question of whether there is a difference in preferences when it comes to 

translation strategies used for rendering the elements of culture (EC) in two 
different AVT modalities (subtitling and dubbing) and what could be the 

underlying reasons for it. For this purpose. we conducted an experiment 
with 136 participants among the undergraduate students at two universities 
in Montenegro. Results indicate that end-users have different general prefer

ences and expectations for these modalities. We hypothesize that the 
observed differences are related to the "vulnerability" of subtitling. Further

more. fluctuations from the general preference in subtitling have been noted 

in monocultural ECs in connection with encodedness of the EC in source 

text humor. This shows that industry's translation guidelines should be 

modality-specific and that an over-simplistic approach to the treatment of 

such a complex issue as rendering culture within certain modalities should 
be avoided. 
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1. Introduction 

Some of first more (RS) in 
translation (AVT) were in the mid-1990S intensified by a number of 
researchers in the filed from the beginning of 2000S onward 1995; 
Leppihalme 1996; Fuentes 2003; Gambier 2006, 2008; These are seen 
as a way of closing the circle AVT research which was, previously, mainly 
focused on features of AVT as a product and the process of production, but 
has often neglected the actual end-users and needs, responses, expectations 
and preferences (Di Giovanni 2016). 

importance of such studies is emphasized by fact that the AV content, 
whether on the TV; or any medium, is designed 

ences. Knowing their needs can influence greatly reception, 
placement and usability of the product. O'Sullivan (2016: notes that it is also 
"fundamental in order to assess the of policy" used by media and 
stakeholders the and used in AVT. 
These evidence that informs translators as to the 
choices make the translation process, without which "it is impossible 
to judge the translator's context adequately" (McAuley 2015: 221). 

In most cases, without translators would be by their own 
speculations and a self-constructed of an or ideal, 
Clearly, 

of translations that both depend on 
and evaluative response to the itself or to 

in this field contributes to the quality and 
awareness of 

2016: 156), 
As for the and linguistic context of Montenegro where we 

out our study, subtitling has a predominant modality while '-'Ulh'U"" 

is mostly used for cartoons. is the case with most countries of region, as 
AV 	market is highly as it has been characterized by the 

different language standards both on national and privately-owned 
well. 

stations: Croatian and Montenegrin. are the successors of Serbo
Croatian, a polycentric that, under the pressure of political situation 
and of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia, split into 
different standards (Bosnian, Croatian, Montenegrin, and Serbian) that 
went recodification (Pozgaj Hadzi 2013; Hlavac 2015). While prior to Mcmtlene:gn)s 

independence in 2006 much the AV material with the translations was 

bigger regional centers in Belgrade and in in recent years, 
the RTCG (Radio and of - a public service 

broadcaster) began producing subtitles and uuuU,:Uit: cartoons in 
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2. Recent AVT reception research 

Recent years have witnessed of the RS in AVT. Based on the primary 
focus of these empirical studies can be divided into two sub-categories: 
translation-induced effect and user-induced effect studies. The former 
on the translated texts and their on reception (e.g. translation 
ct..,.tpcnpc that were used and the way they influence the reception). the latter on 

that user-profile on the reception (e.g. the influence of level of 
listening comprehension proficiency on reception). 

The examples illustrating the first group include Orrego-Carmona (2016) who 
conducted a research on audience reception of subtitled TV series using profes
sional and non-professional subtitles. Denton and Ciampi (2012) who did a study 
on strategies for rendering culture-specific references in dubbing and the extent 
to which allow the transmission culture-bound issues, Schauffier (2012) 

who studied the reception of two different strategies for translating English word
play into German, Caffrey (2009) who conducted a research on effects of 
abusive subtitling procedure on reception, Antonini (2005) who did a study on 
the perception of translated humor. etc. The examples illustrating the second 
group include Orrego-Carmona (2014) and his study on the influence oflistening 
comprehension skills and reception subtitles, Touminen (2012) who focused 
her research on what real viewing situations are like and how viewers watch a 
subtitled film, etc. 

It goes without saying, that the above mentioned grouped around the 
two poles (product vs. user) can be unidirectional (when translations influence 
the end-users but not the other way round) or bidirectional (the case mutual 
interaction between translation practice and end-users when the former influence 
reception and the latter, in turn, shape the translation practice, which, we could 
argue, if not in all, at least in many cases might be a desired scenario, espeCially 
within the field of AVT). balance between TT and recipients, though possibly 
controversial, must remain central to TS RS. 

Even though recent years have seen an increase in RS, it is such a vast field 
that scholars still call for a need "to do much more audience research in order 
to understand viewer responses to available modalities translation" (O'Sullivan 
2016: 270). This papers aims at giving a contribution on light of issues at 
stake in this field. 
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3. Study 

the following questions: is there a 
"~"Ha."V" strategy among the for 

t\pjru",pn subtitling and UUIJU~"~, (b) in case 

reasons. 

on Jan Pedersen's descriptive study 
t'''l,pr'opn 2011). Different translation strategies were 

and domestication, by following the 
taxonomy specification and direct trans
lation are the foreignization pole, whereas the generalization, 
substitution and omission were around the domesticating pole. Partic
ular attention was to the of the cultural substitution as one of the 
most domestication -oriented translation strategies. 

ECs were into the intralinguistic and extralinguistic. The former 

including such as slang, as well as idiomatic expressions, 

proverbs, while the latter include references to cultural realia that is not 

part of the language Although this taxonomy was originally applied by 
Pedersen to the only, in this study, we applied it success

fully to the ones. Furthermore, when describing the nature 
ECs according to the level of transculturality, we used Pedersen's classification of 
these into: monocultural and microcultural. Transcultural are those 
which are to be both the source and target culture as 
of the monocultural are those which are assumed to 

members and as such pose a challenge for 
ECs which are source-culture bound and 

source culture, also posing a ''''<:'UI'\.. 

of course. Having this in mind, we assume that 

will differ and thus the majority of the partici

pants will in subtitling and the domestication 

approach in When it comes to the nature of ECs in terms of the level of 

transculturality, it is u~~u,,'~~ specifically in cases of mono or microcultural 
the will be a domesticated one. 
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3.1 Participants 

One hundred and thirty six participants (aged 18-30) took part in this study. They 
included undergraduate students from both the state and private universities in 

Montenegro: the University of Montenegro and the University of Donja Gorica. 

In order to reduce the potential subconscious bias due to the theoretical 
knowledge (Schutze and Sprouse 2013), participants were chosen randomly from 

linguistic (106 participants) and non-linguistic (30 participants) fields of study 

including international finance and business, geography, psychology while the 

language-oriented studies include the first and the second year students (thus still 

beginners in the field) from the English Language and Literature Department, 

University of Montenegro. Of all the participants, 108 were women (79%), and 28 

men (21%). The level of proficiency in English varied from pre-intermediate to 
upper-intermediate and advanced. 

The study was organized as part of the participants' out-of-class and, in some 

cases, in-class activities for either their English language or Translation course, 
or as a part of practice in experimental research for the psychology students. The 

study focusing on dubbing was carried out in May 2016 with 34 participants, while 

the subtitling study was carried out in March 2017 with 102 participants. Students 

were given course credits for taking part in this research. 

3.2 Stimuli 

The subtitling experiment included five sets of two excerpts from the ninth season 
of the American sitcom Friends (Warner Bros. Television, 2002, D. Crane & M. 

Kauffman). Pedersen's study (2011) of over 100 Anglophone series, movies, etc. 

suggests that the episode 15, The One with the Mugging, is characterized by a 

high presence of extralinguistic ECs and that is why all of the excerpts were 

taken from this episode. The average length of each excerpt was 40 seconds. Each 

set consisted of the same excerpt with two different versions of the subtitles in 
Montenegrin, one using some of the domesticating, and the other one of the 
foreignization strategies. The order of appearance will be described below in the 

procedure section. For the purpose of this study, we used the lKA,1 an open source 
application that enables services for online surveys. 

The dubbing experiment included five excerpts from the animated adventure 

movie Incredibles (Pixar Animation Studios, 2004, B. Bird) dubbed into Croatian. 

Each excerpt was approximately a minute and a half long. They contained diver

sified language, both standard and non-standard Croatian, including slang and 

1. www.lka.si 

http:www.lka.si
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different regional dialects. Different translation strategies were used in these 
excerpts, but the dominant one was cultural substitution. 

Finding the adequate stimuli for dubbing proved to be a challenging task 
because in the whole region there is usually just one dubbed version of an 
animated movie and it's either in Croatian or Serbian. So there aren't different 
versions with possible different translation strategies at work. It goes without 

saying that making our own dubbed version would have been financially impos
sible as we had no grant for this project available. This meant that we had to use 

a questionnaire with closed and open format questions and an interview trying to 

find the underlying reasons for their preferences. 

3.3 Procedure 

For the subtitling experiment, students were asked to fill-in an online question
naire which consisted of three parts: the basic sociodemographic part consisting 
of 9 questions including: sex, age, the university they are enrolled at, study 
program, level of English proficiency (self-assessment), their first language, TV/ 
Internet watching habits, etc. The second part consisted of the actual experiment 

stimuli: five sets of subtitled excerpts, the results of which are the focus of this 

paper. Participants read the instructions on screen that informed them that they 

were about to watch short five sets of two video clips. to imagine that they were 
relaxing at home and to state their preferences. As indicated above, they watched 
the excerpt subtitled in two different ways and then had to answer two questions, 
one closed and the other open format: 

1. Which translation do you prefer? 

2. Why? 

We analyzed their answers trying to find the underlying reasons for their prefer

ences. As mentioned before, each set consisted of one clip using one of the domes
tication strategies (D), and the other one using one of the foreignization strategies 

(F) . They were shown in a random order (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Presentation order 

Clip 1 Clip 2 

Set 1 F D 

Set 2 D F 

Set 3 D F 

Set 4 F D 

Set 5 F D 
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The of the questionnaire consisted of three questions about the 
participant's towards the AVT practice policy of the and Tele
vision of Montenegro (RTCG), public service broadcaster and 

rpt/>rr,·tl AVT used for and pre-school children. As 
with the first this one will not be the focus of the paper. 

Having completed the questionnaire, each participant was interviewed 
regarding their preferences in terms of the translation strategies possible 
reasons. Later their responses were compared to the ones obtained during the 
experiment. At the very end, participants were informed about purpose 

study. 
Similar .... '~U'~A .... was followed in the dubbing experiment with the exception V 

of using five for reasons mentioned above followed by the same 
closed and format questions as with the subtitling experiment. 

4. 	 Results and discussion 

4.1 	 H!: The majority of the participants will the foreignization 
approach in subtitling domestication approach in 

The overall (n=34) as 
well as the interview this hypothesis. The subtitling experiment 
results show that in three out of five sets, the majority of participants preferred 
the subtitles the foreignization strategy, while the domesticating strategy was 
preferred for two sets (see 

Table 2. 	 (experiment 

Set 1 	 Set; 

Foreignization 42% 59% 58% 23% 67% 


Domestication 58% 41% 42 % 77% 34% 


This with the obtained the follow-up interview for 
the subtitling experiment 1) where 70 (69%) participants said they 
preferred foreignized, while 32 (31%) preferred domesticated translation. The 
results seem to suggest that there is a general tendency for of 
foreignization in "U1JUll1l1~. 
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Figure 1. Strategy preferences in subtitling (interview results) 

The above preferences are illustrated in the examples that follow. The first one 
is taken from set 2 and the second one from set 5. The first line in the given exam
ples will be the source text in English, the second one is the subtitled version in 
Montenegrin, and the third one is a translation: 

(1) 	 Chandler: I know I'm a little older than you guys, but it's not like I'm Bob 

Hope. 

Znam da sam malo stariji od vas ali nije da sam Ckaija. 

Back translation: I know I'm a little older than you guys, but it's not like I'm 
Ckalja. 

In this particular example, Bob Hope, a US comedian that in the United 
Service and is well-known especially to older generations in the 
States, functions as an extralinguistic, monocultural element which is unknown 
to our and not encoded in humor. The domesticated translation 
by cultural substitution, as shown mentions Miodrag Petrovic Ckalja, a 

former Yugoslav comedian that is well-known in the region, especially to older 
generations. However, most participants the retention strategy ("Bob 
Houp"), thus a rendition, over . The majority of answers show 

that the reason is that the domesticated version does not fit the cultural context of 
the scene, feels out place and awkward and is not crucial for appreciating the 
humor the scene. 

Another example illustrating the rpf,'r"",rp of the strategy is 
the following one: 
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(2) Phoebe: No. Actually, you might want to stay away from Street. 
Ne, u stvari, trebalo bi da se kloniS Hercegovacke ulice. 
Back translation: No, you should stay away from Hplrrp·",,,,,,,,'lic,, Street. 

In this example, instance of extralinguistic element is a street 
in New York (Jane Street), which is mono, or arguably even micro, cultural in 
its nature and not humor encoded. Even though unknown to our participants, 
most of opted for the direct translation strategy ("ulica Dfejn") and found 
the rendition cultural substitution above, 

,a well-known street in the capital of Montenegro, awkward, 
out place and not crucial for the humor of the scene. 

In the experiment, there were some instances of preference of 
domestication. A closer look at the results and these cases seems to that it 
is preferred with those both intra and which are mono-
cultural in their nature, most importantly, encoded in the ST humor as the 
following examples illustrate. The first example is taken from set 1 and the second 
one from set 4: 

Monica: you did not come up with: "Got milk?" 
ti nisi smislio slogan: "Moja kravica." 

Back translation: Ross, you did not come up with the slogan: "My little cow!" 

In this the American campaign 
was created in 1993 the advertising agency Goodby 
California with the aim of consumption 
a number of celebrities in the would be unknown to the viewer of 
the and thus as a monocultural extralinguistic element. Further
more, it is encoded in humor of this scene when Monica points out 
that Ross was not the originator of the advertisement. majority of the answers 

"Got milk?" which 

by the show that the approach with the direct 
lmas li mlijeka? was not as this does not the humorous in 
the language. seems to be impor
tant when opting which to use. 

Similar situation occurs with the monocultural elements as in 
the following 

(4) first not called "sneakers" anymore. 
or "skids" and I think I heard somebody say 

Prvo, viSe se ne zovu Zovu ih , iii "makserice" aCini mi se da je 
neko nazvao i 
Back translation: First, they are not called sneakers any more. They're 

, or "maxes" and I think someone said "ker-snea". 
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for sneakers, "kicks': "skids" the 
"sJorps'; which to and drinking noisily 

sound, are unknown to the culture users, 
function as a monocultural, with no TL equivalent. As 
for the techniques, retention was However, most of the viewers 

which is illustrated in which 
substitution was "Pumarice" "makserice" are slang used 

younger but understood all, which refer to specific brands 
sneakers. The former to the Puma the to Airmax In the 

a specific feature permuting in words is used, which 
is sometimes used in informal speech of younger generations. In this particular 
example, instead of "patike" meaning "snekares': "tikepa" is used. This is known as 
shatra speech and nowadays is sometimes used in informal speech for fun. 

As for the dubbing (see 2), the results and insights 
the questions and interviews show that the majority of participants 

the domesticating approach in rendering the ECs. 

80
80 

70 

60 

50 

('¥oJ 40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
Domestication Foreignization 

Figure 2. in dubbing 

from the answers and interviews reveal that most of the participants 
found cultural substitution and the use of diversified language specific 
accents, slang, extremely effective for transferring the humorous 
among other things. It was especially with characters that were dubbed with 
Bosnian accent that the found the successful. Here are two 
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(5) Laserman's wife: Don't you think about running off doing no derrin'-do. 
Da se l1e bi pravio sad malo maca herojem? 
Back translation: Do you feel like acting as a macho hero now a bit? 

(6) Laserman: Tell me where my suit is, woman! 
De mi je kostim, kokosko! 
Back translation: Where is my suit, hen! 

In this scene, a superhero Laserman, whose voice is dubbed with Bosnian accent, 
tries to find his super suit as he has to save the city. In rush, he calls his wife 

and asks where his suit is. Shouting from another room, she replies that she had 

hidden it and was not going to return it as they had previously planned to go 
out for a dinner. She uses an idiom ("derring-do") in her answer in Example (5) 

that is spoken by an African-American in the source text and, thus, functions as 
an intralinguistic element. In the target text, it is substituted with the Dalmatian 

dialect and a paraphrase of sense. While in Example (6), Laserman's angry excla
mation "woman" is rendered as "kokosko'; lit. "hen", a pejorative term used to refer 

to a woman, especially one who is stubborn and a gossip. 

A number ofother extralinguistic elements ofculture are used in the Croatian 

dubbing even in places where no such element is used in source text. These 

include references to some of the ex-Yugoslav rock songs that are well-known 

in the region (e.g. To mi radi by the pop-rock band Crvena jabuka), and even 

some political figures such as Josip Broz Tito, the president of former Yugoslavia. 
Personal names and surnames were also domesticated (e.g. Bernie, a primary 

school teacher, is rendered as Pero, a nickname for Petar and a common name in 

jokes and puns in the region, instead of Bernie). These received a very positive 
response from the participants of the dubbing experiment. Most of the answers 

explaining the reasons why they liked the clip refer to the domesticated ECs 

suggesting that these recode successfully a humorous effect (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Positive responses to the use of domesticating techniques in dubbed clips 

Clip 1 Clip 2 Clip 3 Clip 4 Clip 5 

Percentage of participants with positive responses 86% 60% 33% 93% 

As the table shows, each of these results show a high positive response rate to 
the use of domesticating techniques in dubbing. The only exception is with clip 4. 
It's worth mentioning, however, that most of the negative responses were due to 

the fast pace of speaking of the character while at the same time giving positive 

comments for the use of slang words and local nicknames. 
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4.2 H2: Specifically in cases of mono or 

preferred 

proved partially to be the case, but only with monocultural ECs. As indicated 

above, participants preferred exposed to the original microcultural EC as 
they felt domesticated version were out and awkward in the given 
American context of scene. this not to be the case 

some monocultural humor-encoded ECs. If EC is not 

for appreciating then the version is preferred, as the partic
ipants didn't see the need for any intervention than direct translation, or 

retention. It is taken for that the mono or microcultural intralinguistic ECs 

(such as idioms) will necessarily have to be domesticated in cases ofzem equiva
otherwise this would not result in a successful communicative transaction. 

It's worth that the results suggest that there isn't a 
cant difference in due to participants' different academic back
ground, nor the level of proficiency or 

5. Conclusion 

To summarize, both the and the interview results of the reception 

study in Section 4 show that: (a) there is a different tendency 

in the translation the ECs between subtitling and 
dubbing; in subtitling, the general strategy is foreignization, 
in dubbing domestication; (b) the underlying reasons for the general n"."t"".,.., 

seem to be: 

"vulnerability" modality (by to both the 

ST and subtitling is more "vulnerable" end-users are 

exposed to ST version only, creates different expectations, and users 

seem to more judgmental as to the "correctness" the and 

expect to read what they really furthermore, a number of them said 

apart enjoying the this is a way of learning the and 

to see "accurate" translations in 

in subtitling, the from the seems to be conditioned 
by the degree encodedness in ST humor of monocultural ECs (if EC 

was humor-encoded, the majority the domesticated 
1Afh," ..p,>~ if the EC was not the majority the 

"""ll11'>;;<.1 version; this coincides with the results obtained in another study 

(Luque 2003) which that reduces reception 

of verbal humor). 
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suggests, "[r]eception studies are important as a way of 

and entertainment 

issue as rendering culture within certain 

of media policies and potentially as a way 
evidence presented here can 

industry when 

As we have seen, it is important to 

produce modality-specific. 

to avoid speculations. By 
product's placement and 

am~cted by the quality of translation. 

study was limited to a "", ..... 

a 

"""""'"""" 

.....u 

to extend it and carry out 

audiences and genres and see if the results are 

and to avoid the 

research 

tendencies of age, profession, genre, etc. In particular, it would be 

useful to more light on the raised issues in dubbing with stimuli similar 
to the ones in the subtitling part of the experiment, hopefully without the 
limitations that we have experienced, and thereby deepen our of 

and user-induced effects on the AV inboth 
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sur 
La recherche empirique sur la dans la traduction audiovisueUe (TAV) a 
ete negligee, parce que la plupart des etudes anterieures se concentraient 
les de la TAV en tanl que produit et sur les producteurs d'une TAV, el non 
sur les destinalaires finaux. de ces etudes a ele mise en evidence par Ie fait 
que Ie conlenu audiovisuel etail con~u pour des publics cibles. Connaitre leurs preferences, 
leurs altenles et leurs besoins permet d'informer l'industrie et, par consequent, d'accroitre la 
reception positive, Ie et la convivialite du produ!!. Le present article a pour but de 
repondre ala de savoir s'i1 existe des differences de preferences en ce concerne 
les de traduction utilisees pour rendre les elements culturels (EC) dans les deux 
modes de traduction audiovisuelle et doubJage) et queUes en seraient les raisons 

<_i"rp,,,t,>< Dans cet objectif, nous avons effectue une experience avec 136 etudiants de deux 
univcrsites du Montenegro. Les resultats montrent que les destinataires finaux ont des 
rences et des attentes differentes pour ces modes. Nous supposons que les differences 
observees son! liees II la « vulnerabilite » du En outre, des fluctuations par rapport 
II la du sous-titrage ont ete notees dans les EC monoculturels, en ce qui 
concerne des EC dans l'humour du texte source. Cela montre que les directives 
de traduction de l'induslrie doivent etre specifiques au mode et qu'i1 faut eviler de traiter de 
maniere trop simpliste un probleme aussi complexe que Ie transfer! d'elemen!s culturels. 

Mots-des: etudes sur la reception, sous-titrage, uvuV.U'15'" elements culturels 
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Abstract 
Although recent years have witnessed a in the number of computational resources and 
especially w!th . languages. is the case with all South Slavic and especially the fourth standard 
?I the once Serbo-~ro.atl?n that ha.<; ?een re-codified recently. Even though it became the official language of Montenegro 
In 2007, th.ere stIli Isn t ~y pub\tcly available electronic corpus that would be available tor empirical research of linguistic, 
translat?loglcal or any other mquiry. This paper introduces the first publicly available English Montenegrin corpus of subtitles. 
It descnbes the process of corpus compilation, presents linguistic annotation and orlhe corpus web concordancer:;. 
Furthenno:e, it a brief overview of situation in Montenegro with some the most important recent developments 
espeCially 10 the of the recent official international recognition of the language which took place in December 2017. 

1. Introduction 
Recent years have witnessed a growth in the nwnber of 

machine-readable corpora and lools for a number 
of world It is currently that there are 
7,097 languages the world. This is an updated number of 
officially recognized listed by 
which is to be taken Out 
however, in 2006 there were available for less than 
I% of all world languages, 20-30 of these fall into the 

of high-density and medium-density languages, 
where "density" is understood to represent the number of 
computational resources available (Maxwell and 
2006). The ftrst group included a handful of 

etc. 
''''''I,>U'''5''''' 

only, among which English, 
the number of available resources has increased to app. 

Il!U,'''''';:'' which means app. 1.2% of all world languages 
any kind of publicly available computational 

resource. The majority ofthese, however, are lower-density 
languages as resources are rather scarce. 

Being a multilingual and integrative society, is 
estimated to cover more than 80 languages, of which 23 are 
official and the rest are either minority or immigration 
languages. However, quite a number of these is 
technologically not supported and run risk 
of marginalized or digitally extinct. Thus various 
initiatives have been introduced, such as the META-NET 

of this 

Strategic Research Agenda for Multilingual Europe 
with the aim of various technoiogies for 

J http://www.ethnologue.com. accessed: March 1 2018, at 
11:30pm. 

barriers, enabling free flow of 
goods, and innovations, and thus creating a 

single digital space and marketplace2
• 

When it comes to electronic language resources and 
corpora for sorne of the rnajor official of former 
Socialist Federal Republic of Bosnian. 

Serbian, Siovenian (BCMSS), the 
rnajority of resources are available for Siovenian, followed 
by Serbian, and Bosnian. The 
standard based on or 
language that has been re-codified and 
internationally Decernber 2017 is 
Montenegrin. So there have not been any electronic 
public corpora of kind for the study of this 
standard. This all to the fact that there is still a lot 
of work to be done. 

last 

This paper Opus-Montenegrin Subs J.0, the 
first parallel electronic corpus 
developed as a JOint effort researchers from the 
University of Montenegro, Jo2.ef Stefan 
University of Helsinki, and of First 
we will briefly discuss the potentials and 
applications of parallel corpora, the of 
corpora as a sub-type of parallel corpora, followed by an 
outline of the current available parallel corpora for 
BCMSS. Since this is the electronic resource of 
Montenegrin that is being presented, we will give 
a brief overview linguistic situation in Montenegro 
followed the description of the corpus itself and the first 
study on it. 

http://www.meta-net.eu/sralkey-messages, accessed: March 
,2018, at I:00 pm. 

http://www.meta-net.eu/sralkey-messages
http:http://www.ethnologue.com
mailto:vojko.gOljanc@ff.uni-lj.si
mailto:nikola.ljubesic@ffzg,hr
mailto:jorg.tiedemann@lingfil.uu,se


Parallel subtitle corpora for BCMSS: the 
potential, current state and specifics 

Parallel corpora have found a number of applications in 
translatology, translation and beyond. 

proved to be an indispensable tool for a number of 
contrastive linguistic studies, word sense disambiguation 
and construction as well as an input for parallel 
concordancing systems. the use of 
corpora has especially become a trend in translation and 
interpreting studies for developing and statistical 
machine translation systems (which amounts 
of parallel data), for the of regularities of 
translations and translators, teaching and 
learning, translation terminology 
extraction, identifying translation equivalents and 

translation quality assessment, etc. 
(Bywood et al 2013; Hu, 2016). However, as noted by 
Tiedemann (2007), most of the existing parallel corpora 
cover the high-denSity languages and the domains of 
legislation, administration and technical documentation. 

With regards the parallel subtitle corpora for BCMSS, 
most of them were developed as subcorpora within the 

project (Tiedemann, 2009) and for each of the 
western South Slavic they include: 
• 	 Bosnian: subcorpus OpenSubtitles 20]] (tokens 

26,491,099, words ~ 20,906,596), 
• 	 Croatian: subcorpora OpenSubtities 20 II (tokens 

111,981,881, words 86,600,021), TedTalks (tokens 
J,285,0 II, words - 993,749), 

• 	 Serbian: subcorpus OpenSubtitles 2011 (tokens 
1 words ~ 119,149,120), 

• 	 Siovenian: subcorpus OpenSubtitles 2011 (tokens 
109,690,961, words ~ 81,500,854). 

Another project that involved the creation of subtitle 
corpora for Siovenian and Serbian was SUMAT (tokens 
1,250,0001 1,500,000) (Bywood et 2013, Fishel et 
2012). 

Apart from the above mentioned possible applications 
of corpora of this subtitles can be used for the study 
of text compression and summarization. The reason for this 
are 	the unique features of subtitles that make them a 

language resource in many ways. Subtitles are 
usually transcriptions of spontaneous speech with a 
diversified language slang, colloquialisms) and they 
can be classified into several categories: interlingual and 
intralingual (depend iog whether they a translation 
from a source to a target language. or they are in 
the 	 same language as the source audiovisual text); 
monolingual or multilingual on the number of 
translations into different which are shown on 
the screen); pre-recorded and live. Interlingual subtitling, 
which we refer to when we use the term in this paper, is a 

form of translation practice since subtitles per se 
are 	"a modality" for reasons (Diaz 
Cintas 	and Ramael, 2007). This is primarily the case 
because viewers are exposed both to the source and target 
text, and there are specific time and constraints: they 
are 	 usually shown in one or two with 30 40 

cca. 3 7 seconds only with no room for 
annotation. This calls for translation such 
as: condensation (it is estimated that subtitles are 40 75% 
shorter than spoken version), omission (especially in cases 
of redundancies and spoken discourse markers such as 
exclamations, false starts, repetitions, hesitations, question 

etc.), cultural substitution, and 
specification. Moreover, standardization is also used 
frequently (especially in cases of slang, regionalisms, 
grammar mistakes, etc.), and occasional censorship. This 
shows that subtitles should be approached as a specific, yet 
an important and unique, resource of translated language. 

3. 	 Linguistic situation in Montenegro: a 
brief overview of recent history 

As previously mentioned, Montenegrin language is the 
last out of four re-codified standards that stem from the 
same base of the polycentric Serbo-Croatian 
language. The remaining three include Bosnian, Croatian 
and Serbian. SimilarLy to these standards, it is based on the 
Eastem Herzegovian Shtokavian dialect. As it has been the 
case with most neighboring countries, the situation in 
language policy in Montenegro reflected a rather turbulent 
political situation in the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia (SFRY), and later the Socialist Republic of 
Yugoslavia (SRY) and the union ofSerbia and Montenegro 
(SM), only to reach its current state in the post-2006 period 
when became independent. 

During the pre-1991 period, Serbo-Croatian was one of 
the official languages of the SFRY, together with 

Macedonian and other languages which were 
constitutionally of an equal but the was 
somewhat different as they seem to have been in a position 
of a "competitive coexistence" 2013; Pozgaj 
Hadzi et aI., 2013). In the light of the above mentioned 
historical events, the constitutions of the Socialist Republic 
of Montenegro of 1963 and 1974 define Serbo-Croatian as 
the language in official use in Montenegro. This polycentric 
language, as its very name stemmed from two 
main standards: the eastern one its center in Belgrade) 
and the western (with its center in Zagreb), while other 
language forms with their center in (i.e. 
Titograd, as the capital was called then) and 
Sarajevo were marginalized as regional variants, and re
codified as provincialisms. This situation would later be 
seen as having significant political implications especially 
regarding the politics of assimilation and 

With the disintegration of Yugoslavia in 1991, Serbo
Croatian was re-codified into 4 standards, starting 
with Serbian and and later followed by Bosnian 
and Montenegrin. Due to the official state policy of the day, 
the official language of Montenegro in the constitution of 
1992 was designated as Serbian of the Ijekavian standard, 
and this remained the case until 2007. Shortly after the 

which took in 2006, and upon the 
of the new Constitution which took on 22 

October 2007, Montenegrin became the 
in Montenegro. After much controversy from two 
different approaches to the process of standardization, the 
first Montenegrin grammar and orthography were adopted 
in 20 I 0 the Council for General Education. The question 
of language standardization still remains an ongoing issue 
and it's highly debatable whether some of solutions which 
are tound in the mentioned orthography and grammar book 
will fully integrate into 

Census data from 2011 shows an increase in the number 
of speakers who their mother tongue as 
Montenegrin. One of the most signitlcant events was the 
intemational recognition of Montenegrin and the 
assignment of the international code. This was approved on 



8 December 2017 and the ISO 639-2 and 3 code [cnr] was 
Needless to say, much still needs to be done. The 

first volume of the Dictionary of the Montenegrin 
and Vernacular published by the Montenegrin 
Academy ofSciences Arts in 2016 was soon withdrawn 
due to reactions of part of political public to some entries 
that seemed to be controversial. Regarding the electronic 

resources, up to this date, there haven't been any 
officially published electronic corpora of Montenegrin 
language that would be available to researchers for various 
linguistic and translatological studies. That is why the 
electronic corpus which we will present in this paper is of 
high importance as it is the first electronic corpus of 
Montenegrin 

4. Corpus compilation and accessibility 
The corpus Opus-MontenegrinSubs 1.0 contains 

parallel English-Montenegrin subtitles. The data and 
copyrights were obtained from the Radio and Television of 
Montenegro, the public service broadcaster of Montenegro. 
The corpus consists of English and Montenegrin subtitles 
of three series: House of Cards, Damages, and Tudors. The 
corpus contains 10 seasons, and 110 episodes, which are 
cca. 5,563 minutes in A detailed breakdown is 
in Table 1. 

Table 1: Corpus breakdown 

Processing the corpus 
Sentence alignment and basic encoding was t"\pt.fnt'l'np.n 

inside the OPUS project3. The original subtitle were 
converted to Unicode UTF-8 using iconv and the Unix tool 
file for automatic detection of the character set in the 
original file. After that the OPUS subtitle tools (Lison & 
Tiedemann, 2018) were applied to convert the files to 
standalone XML with sentence markup; the 
XML-wel1 formedness problems were fixed with 
program tidy. Finally, all translated subtitles were aligned 
using the time-based alignment method described in 
Tiedemann (2007) and the standard OPUS import pipeli.ne 
was used to integrate the data in OPUS with download 
formats in XML, plain text and TMX. 

In the second stage, the source XML data was converted 
to the latest version of TEl 2018), so that the subtitles 
for each language are stored in a <text> element, 
with the sentence maintained by cross-
links as well as separately, in a element. An 
important of this conversion was also the encoding of 
the which contains the meta-data of 
the corpus, explicating its license etc. but also 
listing all the used XML elements in the corpus, together 

3 hUp:l/opus.nlpl.euJMontenegrinSubs.php 
4 https:llgithub.com/clarinsilreldi-tokeniser 
~ https:llgithub.com/clarinsi/reldi-tagger 

with a short explanation, and how the MSD annotation 
are to be interpreted. 

the English and Montenegrin texts were 
tokenized, sentence and tagged with 
morphosyntactic descriptions (MSDs) and lemmas. To 
perform this annotation for Montenegrin, we used the 
ReLDI tokeniser4 and & 2016) 
with its model for Serbian. The tagset used follows 
the MUL TEXT-East specifications (Erjavec, 2012), in 
particular, the version 5 specifications for Bosnian6. 

For English, we used Tree TaggeI' (Schmidt 1994, 1995) 
with its model for which uses the Penn Tree Bank 

In order to make the English harmonized with 
one for we converted it to the SPOOK 

for English7, i.e. performed a I-I mapping between 
PTB tagset to MULTEXT -East 

Figure illustrates the TEl encoding of the 
linguistically annotated corpus, giving the fIrst translation 
unit (annotated as anonymous block, <ab» for both 
languages. As can be seen, each text contains the 
divisions marking the structure of the corpus, while the 
translation units are IDs and the alignment via their 
@corresp attribute. Each translation unit is then divided 
into sentences, and these into words, punctuation symbols 
and whitespace. The tokens are lemmatized and MSD 

where the value prefix mle resolves to the 
MSD defmition (Le. its decomposition 

into features), while the spook one resolves to the SPOOK 
decomposition. It should be noted that the original PTB tag 
is retained as the value of the @{unclion attribute. 

4.2. 	 Corpus distribution and use 
The TEl corpus was converted to the so called vertical 

format, used (no)Sketch and mounted on the 
CLARIN.Sl concordancers,a noSketch Engine and 

as well as Sketch Engine, so that it is available 
on-line for and exploration; both concordancers 
also allow displaying the translation units. 

The complete corpus in as well as vertical format, 
was also made available for download in the CLAR1N.SI 
repository (Bozovic et aI., 2018) under the Creative 
Commons - Attribution-ShareAlike license. 

First corpus studies 
The first study based on this corpus is the one conducted 

for the purpose of the Ph.D project by Petal' Bozovic with 
the thesis topic Audiovisual Translation and Elements 
Culture: A Comparative Analysis of Transfer with 
Reception Study in Montenegro, which is in the fIeld of 
translation studies and corpus linguistics. Corpus-based 
translation studies are becoming increasingly relevant for 
the industry ever since the methodology was first 
introduced from an allochthonous field ofcorpus linguistics 
in the seminal paper by Baker (1993). It wasn't long after 
this that it became evident that corpora in translation 
research was to have a potential for scholarly 

research, but for terminologists and 
practitioners. 

6 http://nl.ijs.si/Mf.::JV5/msdJhtml/msd-bs.html 
7 http://nl.ijs.silspooklmsd/html-en/msd-en.html 
S http://www.ciarin.si/info/concordances/ 

http://www.ciarin.si/info/concordances
http://nl.ijs.silspooklmsd/html-en/msd-en.html
http://nl.ijs.si/Mf.::JV5/msdJhtml/msd-bs.html
http:CLAR1N.SI
http:CLARIN.Sl
https:llgithub.com/clarinsi/reldi-tagger
https:llgithub.com/clarinsilreldi-tokeniser
http:pipeli.ne


<text xmlns="http://www. tei-c.org/ns/l.O" xml :lang="cnr"> 
<body> 

<div type="series" xml:id="Damages-cnr"> 
<div type="season" xml:id="Damages.S1-cnr"> 

<div type="episode" xml:id="Damages.Sl.dam0101-cnr"> 
<ab n="l" xml :id="Damages.Sl.da m0101.SL1-cnr" corresp="ffDamages.S1.damOl0l.SL1-en"> 

<s> 

<w ana="mte:Agpfpny" lemma="opasni">OPASNE</w><c> <Ie> 

<w ana="mte:Ncfpn" lemma=ligra">IGRE</w><e> </e> 

<w ana="mte:Ncmsn" lemma="pilot">Pilot</w><e> <Ie> 

<w ana="mte:Nefpg" lemma="epizoda">epizoda</w> 


<Is> 

<lab> 


<text xmlns=''http://www.tei-c.org/ns/l.0" xml :Iang="en"> 
<body> 

<div type="series" xml :id="Damages-en"> 
<div type="season" xml :id="Damages.Sl-en"> 

<div type="episode" xml:id="Damages.Sl.dam0101-en"> 
<ab n="1" xml :id="Damages.S1.dam0101.SL1-en" corresp="ffDamages.S1.dam0101.SL1-cnr"> 

<s> 
<w lemma="Season" function="NP" ana="spook:Np-s">Season</w><e> </c> 
<w lemma="l" function="CD" ana="spook:M-c">l</w><c> </c> 
<w lemma="episode" funetion="NN" ana="spook:Ne-s">Episode</w><e> <Ie> 
<w lemma="l" function="CD" ana="spook:M-c">l</w><c> </c> 
<w lemma="pilot" function="NN" ana="spook:Nc-s">Pilot</w><e> </e> 
<pc function="(" ana="spook:Z">«/pc> 
<w lemma="Dimension" function="NP" ana="spook:Np-s">Dimension</w> 
<pc function=")" ana="spook:Z"»</pc> 

<Is> 

<lab> 


Figure I: TEl encoding of the corpus texts 

Query Corpora Save Concordance Filter Frequency Collocations View Help Ik,'Utext! 
CO<JIUI: opus Ma",eneqrinSUlls. Moot"""Ilrin I Qtl<fy: ~udo (11 hk.) 
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o 
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o 

-----
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Figure 2: Searching the corpus in the KonText concordander 

Hence, the mentioned research is focused on the extralinguistic elements of culture in subtitling. This is an 
highly-influential and fast-growing audiovisual translation issue that is at the core of some of the major challenges in 
fie ld with the aim o f m a pping the d ifferent t ranslation the industry as the transfer of elements of culture proves to 
strategies used by translators for rendering the be one of the "crisis points" in translation process, 

http:id="Damages.Sl.da


especially in subtitling due to the time and spatial 
constraints of the modality which were mentioned before. 
Furthermore, this specific aspect of the translation process 
can have an important influence on the reception and 
placement of the audiovisual product on the target market 
and for the target audience 2011). The 
extralinguistic elements in the study were extracted as 
types, not tokens, by using one of the concordancers. After 
that, these elements were according to the level 
of transculturality, translation for 
rendering each element was defined. The goal is to gain a 
better understanding and map the different ways of 

culture in subtitling from English into 
Montenegrin and to supplement this with the reception 
study. From a practical perspective, it is hoped that this will 
provide an important empirical feedback for translators and 
broadcasting companies who could tailor the translation 
policy betterto meet the needs and expectations of the real, 
not ideal or intuitive, target audience. 

6. Condusions 
The Opus-MontenegrinSubs 1.0 is the first publicly 

available parallel electronic corpus of Montenegrin 
..... ;;, ...... E'v the appearance of which is timely considering the 
recent sociolinguistic developments, especially 
constitutional and international acknowledgement that this 
language has received. Needless to say, a lot still remains 
to be done in order to provide the computational resources 
and tools necessary for state-of-the-art linguistic 
approaches and analyses. It is hoped that this corpus will 

other researches and contribute to the 
and development of corpus linguistics and 

corpus-based translation studies in the region. Moreover, it 
is hoped that it will encourage the development of other 
corpora of Montenegrin language, first and foremost of the 
reference corpus, which would be of a pivotal importance 
for the process of restandardization and without which a 
modern linguistic description of Montenegrin will not be 
possible. 
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